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Boost Productivity  
with Office 365 Monitoring

Office 365 is at the core of everything your company does. Email, data analysis, content generation and collaboration 
can all come to a halt if Office 365 slows down. With AppNeta, you can proactively monitor connections from your users 
and from your locations into the infrastructure that hosts Office 365. You can see exactly when and where performance 
issues arise and fix them fast.

DATASHEET

Take Control of Office 365

Office 365 is central to business productivity, but largely outside of IT’s control. When any part of the massively 
distributed solution is slow, IT is limited to checking https://status.office365.com/ and verifying outbound connections 
to the WAN. With traditional monitoring, visibility ends at the firewall while other outside the firewall or SaaS monitoring 
tools stop at web synthetics and public BGP route monitoring - that’s a half solution. With AppNeta, IT can regain visibility 
into the network delivery path, application response, and end-user experience of Office 365.

Take Control of Office 365

https://status.office365.com/
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Combine Active and Passive Monitoring to:

• Identify exactly where problems are - in the LAN, WAN or with Microsoft

• Benchmark performance over time for proactive alerting and reporting

• Ensure that recreational apps aren’t stealing resources from Microsoft apps

• Reduce IT’s mean time to repair and root cause isolation time

• Visualize the dynamic endpoints of your Microsoft apps as they change over time

Improve Office 365 for Every User

When you’ve got every employee working in a platform almost every minute of the day, the threshold for poor end 
user experience is low. Without comprehensive monitoring, issues that arise will either go unreported or directly affect 
productivity.

True End-user Experience

AppNeta combines active and passive data sources to show the truth about Office 365 experience from behind your 
firewall. With active synthetics IT can identify when apps are to blame by executing user workflows continually against 
Office 365 with business-related milestones to indicate when users are becoming frustrated. With passive packet data 
analysis, IT can troubleshoot at the data level with application and network latency breakouts as well as monitor metrics 
like TCP retransmits.
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Pinpoint DNS issues

When DNS is at fault it’s not just a single user that’s affected. Often, it’s a groups of users at specific locations. Whether 
you rely on an internal cache or external provider, DNS has to be working for your to connect to the dynamic endpoints 
that serve up Office 365 apps. Monitoring multiple providers is simple with DNS comparison charts to show all DNS 
server resolutions in parallel, making it simple to identify bad actors.

Locate Heavy Use

AppNeta tracks application and network latency for Office365 with fine-grained, per-application detail. IT can easily see 
the impact of network or Microsoft-induced issues on users’ productivity.

By monitoring continuously IT teams can identify the biggest users of Office 365 and the underlying apps by traffic rate, 
volume, and performance metrics. Understanding which offices rely heavily on Skype for Business and which ones 
upload the most to OneDrive is helpful when isolating congestion, or for future capacity planning.

Take a 4-Dimensional Approach

With AppNeta, you’ll get detailed info into Microsoft’s network and where your traffic is routed. This helps you pinpoint 
issues for external support teams to get problems solved faster. Active monitoring allows AppNeta to identify what hosts 
are congested or what instance is struggling even within Microsoft’s infrastructure. The combination of passive data 
isolates which users, locations, or apps are causing lost productivity. All of this runs continuously to provide unparalleled 
visibility into Office 365.

ABOUT APPNETA
AppNeta is the only network performance monitoring solution that delivers deep, actionable, end-to-end network performance data from the end-user perspective. With 
AppNeta’s SaaS-based solution, IT and Network Ops teams at large, distributed enterprises can quickly pinpoint issues that affect network and business-critical cloud 
application performance, regardless of where they occur. AppNeta is trusted by some of the biggest Fortune 1000 companies, including 3 out of the 5 largest corporations 
in the world, as well as 4 out of the 5 largest cloud providers. For more information, visit www.appneta.com
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